
THANK YOU!

It is a nice thing to hear someone say thank you, after you have assisted them in
resolving a problem they are undergoing. That's very common and you know it is most
times heartfelt. Occasionally, some problems come along that seem nearly impossible
to resolve. So many roadblocks come up, that you ask yourself "is there anyway this
can ever be resolved" ? Those challenges which seem to have never been experienced
before by anyone you know or even by the entities you turn to for resolution assistance.
Recently we had two such challenges, which have restored our faith in humankind, and
again reminded us how fortunate we are to have partners who go way above and
beyond in taking care of our Veterans and their families.

The first challenge was one involving a veteran who has been receiving
compensation for Hypertension, who subsequently suffered a stroke. As he was not
rated for stroke related illness or injuries, which would have rated FMP reimbursement,
he was pretty much on his own on the financial end of it. Spending time in ICU here is a
very expensive proposition, and one that most folks cannot afford to take on. After
being notified that he was hospitalized we prepared a claim on his behalf, collected
hospital documentation and had him sign the claim. We faxed it to the VA and spoke
with them regarding if it could be expedited, as this was the only way he could be
permitted to stay in the hospital and receive treatment. The hospital had already
informed the family that he could not be admitted if payment arrangements could not be
made. True to their nature, VA immediately sprang into action. The claim was
adjudicated in record time and within a week he received a rating. I have been involved
in veterans claims for the better part of 20 plus years and have never seen or heard of a
claim being processed so quickly. We have all heard the stories of how VA is slow to
react and how some Vets have been given rubber stamped denials, and how the
leadership sometimes appears not to care, or question if they are qualified to be in a
leadership role. I can tell you having worked hand in hand with them on a daily basis
that is not the case and certainly in this case it is not true. My heartfelt gratitude to them
for their decisive actions in this case which likely saved the Vets life. Upon discharge his
first destination was our office to say Thank You and to pass it on to the VA. He said
"thank you for giving me my life back."

The second case was very convoluted and involved a very sickly young daughter
of a vet. The young girl was suffering from a failing kidney and was on dialysis multiple
times a week. That was further complicated as the father who had passed away had
not enrolled his family in Tricare, so the mother was doing her all to afford the
treatments, and just scraping by and accumulating debt daily. This began just around
the time that the Virus hit, and Jusmag was closed and Manila was locked down. The
folks at JUSMAG worked with us through every turn in getting the required documents
to get the child into DEERS and the TRICARE folks were in lock step in getting her
enrolled. Both set aside many normally required procedures and streamlined the
process. Her mother visited us yesterday with the great news that she has just
completed a kidney transplant and is doing very well. The girl told Mommy to tell Mr
Jack thank you for my new life, and the mother said Thank you for giving me my
daughter back and a bright future together.



These stories are shared in some self-serving way to garner acclaim or for "atta
boys' ' for myself or the staff of RAO, but more to show how our bridge building helps
our Heroes. Neither of these challenges or many of the lesser "miracles'' like the
thousands who received vaccinations, wouldn't have been possible without the two way
support and trust developed by both partners. Next time you're in the area of VA or
JUSMAG stop and simply say Thank you, on behalf of yourself and the two families
mentioned above and for all they do to help us. I'm sure they would also appreciate
hearing it via email. THANK YOU!


